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MOST URGENT
To
All the Distt. Education Officers
in the State of Haryana.
Memo No.8/34-2008 PS(2)
Dated Panchkula, the ai.
Subject:
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1,14

Grant of provisional recognition for the academic year 2016-17 only.
In reference to the subject cited above.
There are some schools in the State which were granted provisional

recognition by the Directorate during the academic year 2015-16. Subsequently, on the
basis of that provisional recognition the Board of School Education, Haryana, Bhiwani
also granted such schools provisional affiliation. This year too, the Directorate has given
extension of provisional recognition to many such schools whose cases for recognition
are pending at the District Level or the Headquarter level or in appeal, as verified by the
Distt. Education Officers, yet, many other schools may be left out whose cases of
recognition are pending at some level and the same were granted provisional
recognition/ affiliation during the year 2015-16. These schools are also required to be
extended the benefit of provisional recognition/ affiliation in the interest of the students
enrolled, at present.
Therefore, it has been decided that the Distt. Education Offices shall accept
the application of such schools accompanied by the following documents:1.

Copy of the provisional affiliation granted by the BOSE, Bhiwani for the year
2015-16 strictly.

2.

Copy of the Form-II applied by the schools.

3.

Copy of the documents showing pendency of appeal/ revision/ review at any
level of adjudication of recognition issue.
After compiling the list of such schools, the DEO office shall send the list

through electronic mail at dseps13Agmail.com daily so that the process of issuing
provisional recognition may also go on in a fast mode at Headquarter too.
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Assistant Director (PS)
for Director Secondary Education, Haryana,
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